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The content and distribution f water is a critical factor in determining mantle properties, 
espeeially in the low-velocity and Benioff zones. Estimated temperature distributions vary 
widely, depending on assumptions regarding the relative significance for heat transfer of 
eonduetion, radiation, and eonvection. Comparison of estimated geotherms with known or 
inferred phase relationships in the system peridotite-eelogite-water provides information about 
the possible physical state of the mantle at various depths for comparison with geophysical 
measurements. Water is stabilized in minerals uch as amphibole and phlogopite in the upper 
mantle; at greater depths, it may exist as intergranular fluid probably adsorbed on mineral 
surfaces, or it is dissolved in interstitial silicate magma. The most satisfactory explanation for 
the low-velocity zone involves incipient melting due to traces of water. Water rising from the 
deep mantle in preferred zones would augment he interstitial silicate magma at the base of 
the low-ve!oeity zone, initiating the diapirie uprise necessary for basaltic magma generation. 
A petrologieal model for the suboceanic mantle suggests that • lens of gabbro-rieh material 
may account for the gravity anomaly and seismic refraction measurements at mid-oceanic 
ridges. A petrologieal model for the area beneath island ares suggests that the seismic low- 
velocity zone should not be continuous across it. Magma may be generated beneath island 
ares by partial fusion of down-going oceanic crust by frietional heating, by migration of 
water from the lithosphere into overlying mantle, or by diapirie uprise of material from the 
downgoing lithosphere. Diapirie uprise could be initiated by influx of water into the layer 
including the mantle-upper lithosphere boundary over a down-going slab. The composition 
of the liquid generated depends on many variables, including the water content and the 
stability of hydrous minerals. Magma generation may depend on the regime of water, ris- 
ing from the deep mantle in preferred zones and carried down with the lithosphere in Benioff 
zones. 
For consideration of magma generation in the 
mantle, we need to know the temperature dis- 
tribution, the mantle composition, and the prop- 
erties of the mantle material. These parameters 
remain uncertain. 
Figure 1 shows three estimated temperature 
distributions; these vary, depending on as- 
sumptions as to the relevant significance for 
heat transfer of conduction, radiation, and con- 
vection. At 500 km depth, there is a difference 
of about 1000øC between the uppermost and 
lowest curves. According to recent reviews 
[Ringwood, 1969a; Wyllie, 1970], the upper 
mantle is composed of peridotire and eclogite, 
possibly with traces of water and carbon dioxide. 
The relevant mantle property for magma gen- 
eration is the melting temperature. Solidus 
curves have been measured experimentally up 
to pressures corresponding to about 150 km 
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depth; solid lines in Figure 1 to 100-kin depth 
show the range of reported curves. These limits 
are extrapolated linearly to 500 kin, and an in- 
dication of the area of uncertainty is shown by 
the shaded band. 
According to these estimates of temperature 
distribution and melting temperatures, msgrn• 
does not form in dry mantle under normal con- 
ditions. Of the many mechanisms proposed t0
raise the temperature above the solidus, the 
most reasonable model is that involving diapiric 
uprise of solid m•ntle [Green and Ringwood, 
1967]. I examine here the effect of water on the 
conditions for melting in the mantle, and on 
the model of diapirie uprise. To illustrate pat- 
terns of behavior of mantle materials, I shall 
arbitrarily adopt the oceanic geotherm from 
Figure 1, and the line drawn within the shaded 
band for the solidus. 
The amphibole and phlogopite in mantle-de- 
rived eelogite and peridotire nodules in kimber- 
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•'e has been cited as evidence for water in the 
•mtle (see review by Wyllie [1970]). G. C. 
'•.znnedy (personal communication, 1970) con- 
ß ,ads that this evidence has been misinterpreted 
•ecause the hydrous minerals occur only in the 
•er parts of nodules, as late alteration prod- 
•:•s. Nevertheless, the effects of even traces of 
ater in the mantle are so significant that we 
.,•ust evaluate them. Water was certainly pres- 
:at in the mantle at some earlier stage of its 
history, and according to the new global tec- 
aics it is probably being carried down into the 
m:mtle beneath island arcs [Is•ctcs et al., 1968]. 
iOETROLOGY OF TI-IE •ANTLE 
Phase diagrams for mantle materials show 
ß he mineral facies, and the mantle mineralogy 
at any depth is given by following geotherms 
:hr0ugh t e facies. 
Phase diagrams for peridotite-eclogite-wa•er. 
[igures 2 and 3 illustrate schematically the 
rhsse relationships in peridotitc and gabbro up 
to pressures corresponding to 600 km depth; 
ihese diagrams were obtained by combination of 
:.nd extrapolation from experimental results. 
Each diagram has the solidus from Figure 1; 
peridotitc has a wide melting interval, but gab- 
br0 and eclogite have a narrow melting interval. 
T•o subsolidus transformation intervals are 
shown for each rock. 
With increasing pressure, feldsparhie perido- 
dte transforms to spinel peridotitc and then to 
garnet peridotitc; this transformation is accom- 
plished through the low-pressure shaded band. 
Garnet peridotitc persists to the high-pressure 
shaded band, where olivine is transformed into 
• spineMike phase and the pyroxene dissolves 
I in the garnet [Ri, gwood, 1969b]. Phase transi- 
tions occurring at greater pressures are not 
shown. In Figure 3, the transformation of gab- 
bro to eclogite is shown by the low-pressure 
<haded ba. nd, and by analogy with Figure 2 it 
;-assumed that the pyroxene dissolves in the 
garnet through the high-pressure shaded trans- 
formation inten-al. 
Figure 4 compares the phase relationships in 
dry gabbroie material with those in the presence 
of excess water to 1)ressures corresponding to 
100&m depth. The effect of raiding excess water 
is to: (1) lower (initially) the temperature of 
beginning of melth•g, (2) increase the melting 
interval, and (3) introduce a hydrous mineral, 
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Fig. 1. Estimated geothcrms for a conduction 
model iafter Lubimova. 19671. a conduelion- 
radiation model [Clark and Ringwood, 1964], 
and a convection model [Tozcr, 1967]. Curves 
b were calculaled to 400 km by Clark and Ring- 
wood, and extended to 1400 km by Tozer. Experi- 
mentally determined soli•tus curves for peridotires 
and eelo•iLes lie within the two solid lines extend- 
ing to abou[ 100-km depth [Green and Ringwood, 
1957, 196S; Cohen et, al., 1967; lto and Ke•nedy, 
1967, 1968; Kushiro et al., 196S]. The shaded 
band gives an idea of the range of uncertainty in 
extrapolating the mantle solidus to 600 km depth. 
The line within this band is rotopted arbitrarily in 
following diagrams. 
amphibole, which becomes stable with liquid. 
At about 15-kb pressure, the plagioclase feld- 
spar breaks down, and the slope of the solidus 
(dP/dT) changes from negative to positive. Its 
slope becomes similar to that of the solidus for 
the dr5' eclogite. Similarly, as amphibole breaks 
down to yield garnet at pressures above about 
15 kb, the slope of its breakdown curve re- 
verses so that it passes below the solidus curve 
at about 25 kb. The gabbro-eclogite phase tran- 
sition is masked within the stabitity fiekt of 
amphibole. 
The general p:tttern of the phase relationships 
for gabhro in the presence of a trace of water 
can be deduced from Figure 4 [Lambert and 
Wyllie, 1970b; Wyllie, 1970], and the resuk is 
shown in Figure 5. This isoplethal section for 
a gabbro-water mixture ;xith insufficient water 
present o saturate the rock shows that all the 
water is stored in the amphibole within its sta- 
bility fiehi. The solidus between 1 and 25 kb 
is given by the curve where amphibole begins 
to break down and yield water for solution in 
a H..,O-undersaturated liquid. 
Combining Figure 5 with the extrapolation 
in Figure 3 gives Figure 6 as an isopleth for 
gabbroic material in the presence of 0.1% wa- 
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Fig. 2. S(.lmmatic phase diagram for perido- 
titc. The reelling interv:tl is extrapolated from flo 
a,,l Kc,,edg 11967]. Subsolidus phase trans- 
formalions are based on reviews l•y J•i,gwood 
[1969b] and 11'yllfe [1970]. Dottt.,d ocean goa- 
therin is from Figure 1. 
tcr. k similar isoplcth is given in Figure 7 for 
peridotitc-water based on preliminary d:•ta for 
the l•cridotite-water solidus and the synthesis 
field of amphibole in the peridotitc-water system 
[K.usbiro, 1970]. 
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Fig. 4. Experimentally based phase relalion- 
ships in gabbro [b:'sed on (•ohe, et of., 1967, and 
Gree• a,d Ri•gwood, 1967] and gahl•ro in lhe 
presence of excess water (unpublished ata. by 
L,qmbert and Wvllie: see Lambert and lVullie 
[1968, 1970a, hi, Hill a,•d Boett, echer [1970]). The 
interval for the coexistence of amphibole (hb) 
and garnet (ga) is probably too narrow. bee:ruse 
of the reluctance of garnet to nut. leate: with seerted 
runs, the garnet curve wouht probably be deter- 
mined at lower temperalures. Dotted lines are 
geolherms b from Yigure 1. Abbreviations: 
garnet; cpx, c!inopyroxene; px, pyrexerie; pl, pla- 
giocl•se; hb, amphibole; qz, quartz; ct. toesilo; 
Jd, jadeitc; Ab, allAte; zo, zoisit. e; si, silli•nanite; 
An, anorthite; L, liquid; G, gas or vapor phase. 
aqueous. The pre.•vnce of epidote or zoisite. and 
sillima.nite or kyanite, was suspected in high- 
pressure runs, bu• not, proved. 
Fig. 3. Schematic phase diagram for gabbroie 
material. The •nelting interval is extrapalatial 
from Cohen. et al. [1967] and Green and 
wood [1967]. Gabbro-eclogite transformation is 
from Gree• (•nd Jlingu'ood [1967] and Ira 
Ke•.,cdy [1970]. E{.logi•e-garnet rock transfer 
ntation is assumed to be in the same posilion 
lhe corresponding transformation in Figure 2. 
In Figures 6 and 7, the subsolidus phase •rans- 
formations are the same as in Figures 3 and 2, 
respectively. The melting intervals are in two 
lmrts; the dark-shaded bands correspond dosely 
to the dry melting intervals, and the light- 
shaded bands show where there is a trace of 
silicate liquid. These htlter bands show where 
incipient melting occurs in the presence of traces 
of water. Notice the curve labeled Hb, for am- 
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by weight, b•sed on rcsu][s • •j•ure • [•eo L•m- 
b•r• and IV•llie. •970b: Wullie. ]9•01. 
idus is 1he breM•dow• cu•'o [or •mphibo]e. 
shou]• be at somewhat hi•her temperaturcs unde• 
these water-deficient condJtio•s titan 
•. NotJoe the subso]J•us tra•it]o• from •mphi- 
bo]e-•bbro to am]•hJbo]e-quart• ec]o•Jte. Dotted ]Jnes a•e •eothe•s b from •i•ure t. Abb•evit- 
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Fig. 6. S('hemalic isopleth for gabbro in the 
•reseuce of 0.1% water, based on Figure 3 and 
•xtrapolalion from Fimn'e 5. Tile meltin• interval 
L,nsists of lwo parts: the light-shaded band re- 
lrrsents incipient reelling, and the dark-ahaded 
kmd is equivalent to normal melting as in Figure 
phibole breakdown; within these curves, all the 
water is contained within the minerMs. I assmac 
arbitrarily in Figures 6 and 7 that the solidus 
with water present becomes parallel with the 
dry solidus at pressures corresponding to depths 
:rearer than aboul 200 km. Figures 2, 3, 6, and 
; are sehclnatic, but there is little variation 
,0•sible in •he general pattern of phase rela- 
tionships depicted. 
The occurrence of phlogopite in peridotitc 
mantle could extend the vapor-absent region 
•0 delxhs probably in the ran•'e 150 to 200 kms. 
3linetel facies i•, the upper ?nnntle. Figure 
, shows patterns for the petfelony of hypo- 
:helical mantle sections composed of either 
l,ridotite or eclogite with a trace of water pres- 
tat. in two differen• environments. These :ire 
deriveel by following the shield and oceanic 
zootherm• (b in Figure 1) through the schema- 
tie phase diagrams in Fip'ures 6 and 7. The •eo- 
thenns pass through the intervals of incipient 
:helling. Therefore, a trace of interstitial liquid 
exists in the depth zones where the geetherma 
,,xceed •he solidus curves, as indicated by the 
shaded bands in Figure S. The shield geothcrm 
is at a lower temperature, so the zone of in- 
,ipient melting is narrower. If the mantle is 
dry. then no melting occurs and only the sub- 
,0lidus sequence of mineral fades is developed 
tc0mpare Figures 2 and 3). 
Lambert a•td Wyllie [196S, 1970a and 
,,sin• results in Figures 4 and 5, interpreted the 
l,w-velocity zone of the upper mantle in terms 
f incipient melting in the presence of traces 
Fi•. 7. Schematic isopleth for peridotitc in the 
presence of 0.1% water, based on Figure 2, experi- 
mental data by K,shiro [1970] for exce.•-s water 
sludies. and by analogy with Figure 6. If phlogo- 
pite is present. ils stability limit would extend to 
higher lemperaturcs than the hb line (remaining 
below the dry peridotitc solidus [ lœodreski and 
Bocttchcr, 1970] before curving back to intersect; 
the wet •.olidus at a t.,reessure of 50 kb or more. 
of water. They listed several possibilities for 
downward termination of the low-velocity zone; 
it is here accomplished by passage of the •eo- 
•herm through the solidus at depth. The amount 
of interstitial liquid produced is very small, and 
:tln•ost a direct function of water content (see 
Figure 9B); it does not ¾:try significantly 
through wide variations in temperature and 
depth. For a given water content. the amount 
of liquid in peridotitc is nmch less than in eclo- 
gite. The thickness of the shaded zones with 
interstitial liquid ]n Figure 8 vary with the 
geotherm, and thus with the tectonic environ- 
meat, and the distribution of peritlotite and 
eelogite in the mantle also affects its position. 
The versatility of this model for the low-velocity 
zone is one of i•s :tttraetive features. 
The t•roduetion of liquid by the presence of 
water is likely to change the position of the 
geotherm used in Figures 6 and 7, which in turn 
xxould ehan•e the sequence of mineral facies in 
Figure S. This procedure of using extrapolated 
experilnental data and arbitrari13 selected gee- 
therma is intended only to show patterns for the 
petrology of the m:mtle; specific temperatures 
and depths can be modified as required by the 
acquisition of extended and improved theoreti- 
cal and experimental data. 
l•[.tG•r.a,S IN THE SYSTE•r I•ERIDOTITE-SVATER 
The most reasonable model for ma•ma gen- 
era. lion involves the dial)trio ul)rise of mantle 
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Fig. 8. Schematic sections through the upper mantle in two different tectonic environ- 
ments, for mantle material composed of either peridotitc or eclogite, in the presence of traces 
of water. These were determined by following geotherms through the mineral facies in Fig- 
ures 6 and 7. Shading has same meaning as in Figures 6 and 7. The thickness of the zone of 
incipieut melting depends on both environment (geotherm) and composition. This zone 
is equated with the seismic low-velocity zone. 
material [Green and Ringwood, 1967]. The phy- 
sical behavior of partially melted mantle de- 
pends on the amount of liquid present, and the 
variation in liquid composition through the 
melting interval is a significant factor in petro- 
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Fig. 9. Fusion curves for peridotitc dry, and 
in the presence of 0.1% water, showing the per- 
centage liquid produced at successive temperatures 
above the solidus, and the minerals coexisting with 
the liquid in different parts of the melting inter- 
val. (A) Dry. curve from Green and Ringwood 
[1967]; curve with H.•O and estimated liquid 
compositions after Green [1970]. (B) Dry curve 
estimated from partial experimental data by 
a•d Kennedy [1967], with stages according to 
O'Hara [1968]; curve with H.•O contrasting with 
the curve in A, and corresponding closely to Ring- 
wood's [1969a] estimate, except for the formation 
of a finite amount of liquid just above the solidus, 
consequent on dehydration of amphibole. 
genesis (Figure 9). The process that causes 
gravitational instability is a matter for specula- 
tion. One possibility is that upward migration 
of juvenile water from the deep mantle could 
operate as shown in Figures 10 and 11. 
Figure 9A shows a linear pattern of melting 
for dry mantle peridotitc (pyrolite) assumed 
by Green and Rin•o•vood for at least 40% fusion. 
This is an idealized situation. In rock systems 
where the percentage of melting has actually 
been measured, the pattern is step-like rather 
than linear. The dry melting curve in Figure 
9B is my estimate based on the results of 
and Iiennedy [1967], who reported little in- 
crease in liquid content in a natural peridotit. e 
between 1320 øC and 1600 øC at 20 kb. This 
curve is similar to that suggested by O'Hara 
[1968], who discussed the partition of ele- 
ments between crystals and liquid in five stages 
of fusion, without giving temperatures. These 
stages are shown in Figure 9B. The changes in 
slope of the dry fusion curve are related 
exchanges in the mineral assemblages coexisting 
with the liquid, as shown by the column between 
Figures 9A and B. 
Green [1970] presented a comprehensive 
scheme for peridotitc-water in the form of 
petrogenetic grid that provides an internally 
consistent working model for igneous pert0- 
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Fig. 10. Peridotitc-water isopleth from Figure 
and dotted oceanic geotherm from Figure 1. 
Di:•piric uprise of layer ab (Figure 11A) to sue- 
c,aive positions cd (Figm'e 11B) and e• (Figure 
11½) is shown. 
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Fi•. 11. Schematic mantle sections showing 
the diapMc uprise of layer ab at the base of the 
low-velocity zone into successive positions cd (B) 
and e[ (C) on the adiabatic curves ace and bd• (B) 
Figure 10. Water migrating from the deep mantle 
increases liquid present in layer ab, causing dia- 
pirie uprise from the base of the low-velocity zone, 
and basaltic magmr[ generation toward the top of 
the zone. 
zonesis. This is based on reconnaissance experi- 
ments in wat. er-defieient regions with perido- 
fires and basaltic compositions. Part of the 
model isshown in Figure 9A by the curve show- 
'_:g the percentage of melting produced with 
0.1% water at each temperature above the 
sqidus, at a pressure of 25 kb. The solidus is 
at 10S0øC, where amphibole breaks down (com- 
pare Figure 7). The position of this curve is 
estimated on the basis of experimental results, 
but the data and method have not been pub- 
'.ished as yet. 
½reen's curve for melting of peridotitc with 
0.1% Fi_o indicates surprisingly high percent- 
o,es of liquid at subsolidus temperatures. Ae- 
cording to the curve in Figure 9A, 0.1% YI•O 
is sufficient to produce about 17% melting at the 
",0' solidus temperature, and to dissolve all of 
rt•e garnet and most of the elinopyroxene. An- 
0'her value indicates 25% liquid at the dry 
solidus. Until this curve can be considered as 
securely based on experimental data, I prefer 
the alternative pattern shown in Figure 9B, 
which issimilar to that proposed by Rinqwood 
[1969a]. 
In Figure 9B, a, finite amount of liquid is 
?r0dueed within a few degrees of the solidus 
where hornblende breaks down (contrast Figure 
9A and Ringwood [1969a]), and very little 
dditional liquid is produced until the tempera- 
'are dosely approaches that of the dry solidus; 
4 higher temperatures it follows the dr5' curve, 
rather than approaching it asymptotically as 
indicated by Green's curve between about 30 
and 40% melting. I have not attempted to esti- 
mate actual pereent'tges of melting because I
do not have adequate data, and the percentages 
guessed are simply to illustrate a pattern that 
contrasts with Green's pattern. Distinction be- 
tween these two patterns is important, because 
the amount of interstitial liquid produced by 
traces of water below the dry melting tempera- 
ture affects markedly the physical properties of 
the mantle and the prospects that the liquid 
can escape from its host for independent uprise 
as a magma. 
The composition of the liquid produced is in 
dispute. From experimental studies, Green 
[1970] inferred that highly alkaline, under- 
saturated liquids could form by partial melting 
of mantle peridotitc in the presence of water, 
and Figure 9A shows the compositions of the 
liquids developed at successive stages of partial 
fusion. From experiments in synthetic system.% 
.Kushiro [1970] concluded that the liquids are 
andesitie or tholeiitie in composition. 
Kushiro [1970] studied the composition of 
liquids coexisting with synthetic forsteritc, or- 
thopyroxene, linopyroxene, and garnet at 20-kb 
pressure both dry and with excess water. The 
dry liquid is nepheline-normative, and the tI._,O- 
saturated liquid is quartz-normative. Probe 
measurement of the glass confirms that the latter 
liquid composition was andesitic (Kushiro, per- 
sonal communication, 1970). 
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Green [1970] concluded that both sets of ex- 
perimental data were correct, but he described 
preliminary experiments suggesting that at 22.5 
kb the conclusions from Kushiro's synthetic 
systems cannot be extrapolated to a typical 
basalt. He doubted that a quartz-normative 
tholeiitic or andesitic liquid could coexist with 
o!ivine at water pressure greater than 10 kb. 
Kushiro's results show that in the absence of 
hydrous minerals (e.g. amphibole) the first 
liquid produced is andesitic, and H•O-saturated. 
The amount of andesitic liquid produced de- 
pends on the water content; with continued 
fusion in the vapor-absent region, the liquid 
compositions trend toward nepheline-normative. 
The apparent conflict of interpretation be- 
tween Green and Kushiro may be resolved when 
all the variables are considered and their effects 
adequately determined. In different parts of a 
petrogenetic grid such as that proposed by 
Green, we have partial fusion of the following 
assemblages, each of which may involve a 
liquid of different composition: (1) anhydrous 
minerals only, with vapor; (2) anhydrous and 
hydrous minerals, with vapor; (3) anhydrous 
and hydrous minerals, with no vapor. In com- 
positions 1 and 2, the first liquid is It_o0-satu- 
raled, but in 3 the first liquid is H_•0-under- 
saturated. Figure 7 shows that a given fixed 
composition in the system peridotite-H•O may 
change from condition 3 to condition 1 as a 
simple function of depth. Robertso•t and Wyllie 
[1971] have reviewed these factors in the wa- 
ter-deficient region of rock-water systems. 
DIAPIRIC L•PRISE FROM THE B•SE OF THE 
Low-VELOCITY ZONE 
It has often been suggested that magma gen- 
eration begins with diapiric nprise from the 
upper level of the low-velocity zone.•I propose 
that uprise may begin at the base of the low- 
velocity zone, at depths of the order of 300 
km, and that uprise may be triggered by the 
outward migration of water from within the 
deep mantle. The process is illustrated in Figures 
10 and 11. 
Figure 10 shows the isopleth for peridotitc 
with 0.1% H..,O, from Figure 7. The dotted 
curve is a standard suboceanic geotherm from 
Figure 1. Figure 11 shows three schematic sec- 
tions through the mantle representing succes- 
sive stages in time that can be correlated with 
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Figure 10. The heavy dashed line at about 32.0 
• is the bottom of the low-velocity zone, 
marked by a in Figure 10. The low-velocity 
zone between a and a depth of about 90 1• 
conlaths interstitial iquid (not represented in 
Figure 11). 
If waler migrates upward along the geotherm 
in Figure 10, it reaches the low-velocity zone at 
a, and the water content of a layer such as 
increases; the increase of water causes more 
melting in this layer, approximately in propor. 
tion lo the amount of water added. The in- 
creased melting lowers the density and ¾iscositv 
of the layer elative tothe surrounding mant%, 
and it tends to rise as shown in Figure lib 
[Ramberg, 1967]. It rises adiabatically (Figure 
10), and when the layer ab reaches the position 
cd it is about 100øC hotter than the surround- 
ing mantle. Continued uprise carries it illrough 
the level near the dry solidus, where significant 
melting occurs (see Figure 9B), and at e/magma 
generation occurs in the normal way and sub- 
sequent events follow the dry model of Green 
and Ri•gwood [1967]. 
PETROLOGY OF THE I•ANTLE BENEATH 
THE OCEANS 
Figure 8 shows that the petro!ogy of the 
mantle varies with temperature distribution as 
well as with composition. Horizontal tempera- 
ture gradients produce horizontal petrological 
variations. Oxburgh a•zd Turcotte [1968] con- 
sidered the problem of mantle convection, and 
presented a steady-slate distribution of iso- 
therms beneath an ocean ridge, computed on 
the basis of a boundary layer theory, and 
suming a conslant viscosiW, independent of 
temperature. They concluded •hat, although 
their assumed viscosity relations were certainly 
wrong, the provisional agreement between the 
model and natural phenomena suggests 
the simplifying assumptions had not too grea• 
an effect. There is a mushrooming isotherm 
distribution associated with the upper ascend- 
ing limb beneath the mid-oceanic ridge. Actual 
temperatures here would be decreased by up- 
ward transfer of heat by basaltic magmas. 
The general pattern of the petrology ofthe 
upper mantle beneath the ridges and oceanic 
lithosphere can be determined from this model 
for temperature distribution a d the schematic 
phase diagrams inFigures 6 and 7; the results 
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are shown in Figures 12 and 13. Each point in 
the mantle section is defined by a specific pres­
sure (depth) and temperature, and the phase 
assemblage for a given material at each point 
can be determined from the appropriate phase 
diagram, Figure 6 or 7. 
Figure 12 shows the distribution of phase 
assemblages for a mantle composed of peridotite 
with a trace of water, and Figure 13 shows the 
phase assemblages produced in gabbroic material 
with a trace of water. The layered sequence for 
mantle some distance from the ridge is similar 
to that summarized in Figure S. The presence 
of a trace of water produces a zone of incipient 
melting, which is equated with the low-velocity 
zone. Material of gabbroic composition exists 
as eclogite. The low-velocity zone increases in 
thickness considerably near the ridge crest, ex­
tending downward to the level of the olivine­
spinel transition. 
There is a large zone of partial melting where 
the temperature exceeds the dry solidus of peri­
dotite, and gabbro in most of the corresponding 
zone in Figure 13 is completely melted. The 
zone is more than 400 km wide and 200 km 
thick. Oxburgh and Turcotte noted that only 
mantle material ascending along stream lines 
<J) 
E 
� 
� 
a. 
Q) 
o 
Distance K ms 
600 700 
r-:�;ffii 
Spinel + garnet 
+V 
Fig. 12. Schematic section showing the petrol­
ogy of peridotite with traces of water in the sub­
oceanic mantle, extending from the crest of a 
mid-oceanic ridge. Far from the ridge, the section 
is similar to one in Figure 8. The area a is for gar­
net peridotite plus vapor. The shading has the 
same significance as in Figure 7 and 8. Each point 
in the mantle section is defined by a specific pres­
sure (depth) and temperature, using Oxburgh and 
Turcotte's [1968] isotherms as basis, and the 
appropriate phase assemblages are plotted ac­
cordingly from Figure 7. 
within 100 km of the plume center would pass 
through this fusion zone, and that this ma­
terial then forms the upper 130 km of the hori­
zontal limb. If all the basaltic magma generated 
within the fusion zone escapes to the surface 
at or near the ridge, then this 130-km layer 
would be composed of residual peridotite. On 
the other hand, if some of the interstitial magma 
crystallizes as it is transported laterally through 
the upper boundary of the fusion zone, we have 
to consider phase assemblages in the upper man­
tle for material of basaltic composition. 
Figure 13 shows that basaltic magma emerg­
ing from the fusion zone above about SO-Ian 
depth crystallizes as gabbro, and that below 
100 km it crystallizes as eclogite. Lateral trans­
portation of the lithosphere causes cooling of 
the gabbro, and if equilibrium is maintained 
the gabbro is transformed into eclogite through 
a wide zone of garnet granulite [Ito and Ken­
nedy, 1970]. This illustrates the dynamic model 
for the suboceanic mantle proposed by Press 
[1969]. The low density layer of gabbro and 
garnet granulite exhibits a general pattern simi­
lar to that required by Talwani et al. [1965] for 
CJ) 
E 
� 
� 
.... 
a. Q) 
I:) 
Distance Kms 
Garnet + V 
600L'--�--�----L---�--�--�---J 
Fig. 13. Schematic section showing the petrol­
ogy of a hypothetical suboceanic mantle composed 
of eclogite with traces of water, exter.ding from 
the crest of a mid-oceanic ridge. Far from the 
ridge, the section is similar to one in Figure 8. This 
shows mineral facies for mantle layers or pockets 
of eclogite, with traces of water. The shading has 
the same significance as in Figure 6 and 8. This 
is based on Oxburgh and Turcotte's [1968] iso­
therms. Notice the shallow (less than 100 km) 
lens of gabbro and garnet granulite extending out 
to about 500 km from the ridge crest before the 
temperature cools sufficiently to produce eclogite 
(under equilibrium conditionsL 
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fie and slab of lithosphere in mantle beneath an 
island arc. The lithosphere, 160-km thick, dips at 
45 ø from the axis at 0 km. (,4) Isotherms com- 
puted by Minear a?•d ToksSz [1970], according 
•o their Figure 9, which takes into account shear- 
strain heating along the edges of the lithosphere 
slab. (B) Petrology of the mantle section, assum- 
ing peridotitc with traces of wa•er (Figure 7) and 
the temperature dislribution in A. The shaded 
zone shows incipient melting, inter•pted by the 
slab. Uprise of the olivine-spinel transformation 
zone within the cold slab is shown. The corre- 
sponding dhgram for gabbroic material is yew 
similar. Normal fusion temperatures for the gen- 
eration of basaltic magmas are not reached any- 
where according to this temperature distribution, 
and according to the extrapolated solidus from 
Figure 1. 
the structure of mid-oceanic ridges. Although 
modification of the temperature distribution 
and experimental determination of the phase 
diagrams will change the details in Figures 12 
and 13, the general pattern is probably realistic. 
PETROLOGY OF THE MANTLE BENEATH 
ISLAND ARCS 
The concept of plate tectonics requires that 
the lithosphere extend down into the mantle be- 
neath island arcs [Isacks et al., 196S], as shown 
schematically in Fi•-mre 14. Minear and ToksSz 
[1970] used a quasi-dynamic scheme and a 
finite difference solution of the conservation of 
energy equation to determine the effects of 
several factors on the temperatures in a down- 
going slab. Thermal regimes were calculated for 
a 160-kin-thick slab downwarping at 45 ø to the 
horizontal, with the complexity of the physical 
Temperature øC 
IOOO 2000 
-peridotite!t ".'•; k 
E 200- 
'"/ ng 
.,: oo- I A 
300 I k 
• fro I :. k x 
• 400- ax•s i • • 
600 I I I, • _ 
Fig. 15. Peridoff[e-water isopleth from Figur[ 
7, and the position of the sinking s].ab in the man- 
tle at 300 km from the axis in Figure 14A. The 
dotted line is the geo•herm for this position, taken 
from the isotherms •n Figure 14A. Temperatur• 
decreases within the slab. This shows the diGpirie 
upr]se of layer a• (see Figure 16B) slong an s6].:t- 
bat to the ]eve] cd (Figure 16C), where b•altic 
magm• is gener2ted. 
tn I00 
•00 
• 500 
400 
(A) (B) (C) 
I250 ø 
-Garnet 
peridotitc 
- 1605 ø 
__ Sinking 
slab 
1250 ø 
1590' b 
I•05¾ 
500 Kms from axis 
Fig. 16. Schematic mantle sections at a 
rance of 300 km from the axis in Figure 14 show- 
ing diapiric uprise of layer ab (B) to level cd 
along the adiabat shown in Figure 15: (.4) 
sinking slab with interstitial water in a d•' 
tle of garnet peridofite. Only the upper part of 
slab has a temperature high enough even for incip- 
ient melting. (B) Migration of water from the sl b 
into layer ab, across the upper boundary. of
slab, increases the extent of partial melting, lead- 
ing to diapiric uprise of slab and adjacent 
fie as in C. (C) Basaltic magma is generated i 
layer cal. 
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model being increased in a series of steps to 
demonstrate th  effects of the various heat-gen- 
erating processes and the spreading rate. Figure 
14][ shows the distribution of isotherms taken 
from their Figure 9, which assumes a 1-cm/ 
year spreading velocity, shear-strain heating of 
1.6 X 10-' erg/cm 3 sec along the top edge of 
the slab, and 1.0 X 10 -5 erg/cm 3sec along the 
ends and bottom, and no contribution from 
phase changes or adiabatic ompression. The 
dominant pattern is one of isotherms depressed 
deeply into the mantle. The zone of shear-strain 
heating with temperatures greater than those 
i• normal mantle is less than 30-kin wide above 
200 km, and the greatest temperature increases 
occur at depths less than 100 km. 
Each point in Figure 14.4 is specified by a 
temperature and pressure, and assuming a com- 
position of peridotitc with 0.1% water, the 
½ppropriate phase assemblage can be assigned 
• each point from Figure 7; the results are 
•20wn in Figure 14B. No melting occurs in 
peridotitc (or in gabbro or eclogite) in this man- 
de section in the absence of water, but, given 
½ trace of water, incipient melting occurs in the 
shaded zone. If this layer does correspond to 
the low-velocity layer, as was suggested in con- 
neetion with Figure 8, then Figure 14B suggests 
0mr the layer is not continuous beneath island 
arcs. Upward migration of the olivine-spinel 
transition zone within the cool slab is shown. 
Magma may be generated beneath an island 
m system in three ways: (1) The oceanic crust 
at the surface of the lithosphere, including sili- 
•us and water-bearing sediments, could be 
partially fused either by thermal conduction 
from the mantle, or by frictional heating, pro- 
•u½ing the calc-alkaline series [Hamilton, 1969; 
Ozburgh and Turcot•e, 1970]. (2) Dehydration 
of the lithosphere and upward migration of 
water into hotter mantle overlying the slab 
could produce partial melting in the mantie, 
yielding intermediate and acid magmas for 
andesires and batholiths [McBirney, 1969]. 
(3) Diapiric uprise of solid peridotitc or eclogite 
under adiabatic onditions may occur from the 
.•aue of frictional heating, leading to mag-ma 
•eration according to ghe Green and Rinq- 
m0d [1968] model. 
Figure 15 shows a geotherm at a distance of 
• km from the axis in Figure 14, and the depth 
iaterval occupied by the sinking slab at this 
distance. The temperature decreases within the 
slab, and there is a temperature maximum at 
or within a small layer ab across its upper boun- 
dary. Figure 15 also shows the isopleth for 
peridotitc in the presence of a trace of water, 
transferred from Figure 7. If we assume a man- 
tle containing no water, the slab is bounded by 
dry garnet peridotite, with the potential for in- 
eipient melting above the slab if water is added 
(compare Figures 14B and 15). If we assume 
that water is carried down into the mantle in 
the lithosphere slab, we have the situation de- 
picted in Figure 16A for a vertical profile at a 
distance of 300 'kin from the axis. The position 
of the sinking slab is shown, and the upper 
part of this slab contains interstitial silicate 
liquid (compare Figures 14B, 15, and 16A). If 
water migrates from the sinking slab into the 
overlying mantle, this causes incipient melting 
in the Myer ab, as is shown in Figure 16B 
(compare Figure 15). Influx of water from the 
slab into this layer increases the percentage of 
liquid present, decreases the density and vis- 
cosity, and facilitates diapirie uprise as shown 
in Figures 15 and 166' by the path abed. This 
process would produce basaltic magmas from 
peridotRe, or andesitc from eclogite, at depths 
considerably above the Benioff zones. If water 
is abundant, liquids of intermediate composition 
may be generated in similar fashion from peri- 
dotitc; we have seen that the compositions of 
liquids depend on a number of variables. 
D•sc•Jss•oN 
Future correlation of the observed products 
of volcanoes with the compositions of liquids 
from various crystalline materials under known 
experimental conditions should permit us to 
locate the sources of specific magmas beneath 
•sland arcs and beneath ocean ridges. This would 
provide invaluable fixed points in terms of 
depths (pressures) and •emperatures for many 
geophysical calculations and models, such as the 
computed temperature distribution in Figure 
14A. This in •urn would place limits on assumed 
physical properties of mantle materials. The 
way in which petrology, geophysics, and experi- 
mental petrology and geophysics are coming to 
be mutually dependent is very heartening. Un- 
til more precise data are available, we will have 
to be satisfied with general patterns such as 
Figures 8, 12, 13, and !42, based on extrapo- 
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lated experimental data (Figures 6 and 7) and 
possible temperature distributions such as Fig- 
ure 14A. These provide insight into processes, 
and guidelines for further experiments. 
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